
 
 

Baul Music: an Art of West Bengal 
 
 

These five photographs, taken in India over seven years, capture the unique Baul 
musicians of West Bengal. Their mystical songs date back centuries, and captivate 
local and global audiences alike. Reflecting a rich cultural tradition, UNESCO chose to 
designate their work as “Masterpieces of Oral and Intangible Heritage of Humanity” in 
2005. Krishno Dey, a Founding Member of our UNESCO/UNITWIN (University 
Twinning) Network on Gender, Culture & Development has written of the Bauls as 
“wandering minstrels who have chosen to follow an ascetic way of life, and sing 
deeply philosophical songs that have come down over the centuries for their 
livelihood." Baul music is thought to have originated in Birbhum District of West 
Bengal, where Brenda Gael McSweeney took these photographs.  
 
The first photo (2008) depicts a Baul singer earning his living by singing these special 
songs on the train that runs from the capital of the State of West Bengal, Kolkata 
(formerly Calcutta) to Shantiniketan in the rural areas. While the Bauls’ lifestyle is 
extremely minimalist, their fame is such that a number of them travel abroad to share 
their art.  
 
We also see the Bauls singing and dancing (2006) in the rustic Bhab or “Thought” 
House, constructed by traditional methods to provide a spot for learning and 
exchange among neighboring villagers. 
 
The next photo spotlights the solo musician Gautam Das Baul, a young and already 
acclaimed performer on the scene in Shantiniketan and beyond. His voice is magical.  
 
In the photograph of the young women dancing (2010), we see members of a Gender 
Group facilitated by Chandana Dey, then manager of a program for Creative Manual 
Skills for Self-Reliant Development (CMSSRD or Srihaswani). In this meeting in 
Birbhum District, students and young women shared both their academic 
achievements and their apprehensions vis-à-vis restricted freedom in forthcoming 
marriages. Here they are dancing to a folk tune of famous Nobel Laureate philosopher 
and poet Rabindranath Tagore, who was deeply influenced by the Baul music 
tradition. A Gender Case Study on Srihaswani can be found on the website of the 
Global Network of UNESCO Chairs on Gender.  
 
The final photograph (2012) captures Sudhir Das Baul, the senior-most of a group of 
Baul musicians performing at Mitali, meaning “Abode of Peace”, that attracts visitors 
from India and beyond to partake of traditional culture. More information on Tagore 
and the culture of Shantiniketan, including on the famous Bauls of Birbhum, is on the 
Mitali Shantiniketan website.  The music of the Bauls is unique and captivating art. 

            
~ Brenda Gael McSweeney, Unbound Visual Arts 
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A View from West Bengal 

 

‘The river in full spate, takes my mind and heart along with the waves, I know not 
where’ - the melodic, dulcet tones of the Baul singer resonate in people’s hearts and 
reflect the duality between the material and spiritual worlds and which is reflected in 
each individual life journey. Baul folk music (pronounced “Baa- ool” in Bengali means 
a person who is passionate/mad about God) emerged in rural Bengal a few centuries 
ago - and developed syncretism with neighbouring Muslim folk singers (‘fakirs’) in 
Eastern Bengal (later Bangladesh) as well as ties with Sufi mystical thought. The 
attempt to break through traditional caste and class barriers led to friction with 
established, hierarchical social groups and thus Bauls became itinerant musicians, 
moving along the fringes of society with no fixed abode or moorings. 

The music and philosophy appealed to the poet Rabindranath Tagore, who wrote the 
words and musical scores for hundreds of songs, known as  ‘Rabindra sangeet’. Some 
songs are based on these ancient Baul folk tunes, that refer to the ‘inner spirit or 
‘moner manush’, a religion of Man, a constant dialogue that takes place between 
Man/Woman and the Almighty.  

Today, the Baul musicians continue to entrance audiences, on trains and in people’s 
homes (see photos) with their earthy music, lilting melodies and rhythms using such 
simple-home made musical instruments – a drum made of goatskin-covered gourd, 
bells on the feet (Baul singers often twirl in ecstasy – see photograph of Gautam Das 
Baul), and the double stringed fiddle known as the ‘do-tara’. 

The Srihaswani (Creative Manual Skills for Self-Reliant Development) and AHIMSA 
(non-violence and peace through creative and self-reliant endeavours) projects in ten 
villages of rural West Bengal have occasionally prevailed on these Baul musicians to 
play and sing for village residents, who have their own specific musical-art traditions, 
often handed down from one generation to the next. A visiting feminist drama-activist 
from Seattle who volunteered her skills to the Gender Group in Shantiniketan, decided 
to combine art, music and drama to explore women’s inner stories and blend them 
with a dance-drama written by Tagore. The protagonists were invited to talk of the 
duality inherent in their own lives and contradictions between their own ambitions 
that clashed with imposed societal expectations… The Gender Group members (see 
photograph) not only wrote their own script but also sang, danced and performed this 
unique evolving, multi-level, multi-layered story.   

 

              ~ Chandana Dey 

 


